SUCCESS STORY

OTP Bank Turns to OpenText
Integration Center to Populate
Kondor+ Risk Position Analysis
and Decision Support Platforms
OpenText Integration Center provides high-volume data replication,
enabling Kondor+ real-time dashboards and historical transactions
analysis, aiding compliance

O

TP Bank, a member of OTP Group, based in Hungary
and with operations and subsidiaries in Hungary,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Slovakia, Romania, Ukraine, Serbia,
Russia, and Montenegro, provide a wide range of banking,
insurance, and finance products and services throughout
the region.
With around 50,000 employees in the
group—handling hundreds of thousands
of transactions on a daily basis—OTP
Bank generates many hundreds of millions
of transactional records each year. Being
able to accurately view their current financial position at any time and being able to
report quickly and accurately on historical data had become a mammoth, timeconsuming task.

OTP Bank needed a solution
to mitigate risk and improve
business efficiency with
existing banking solutions.
OTP Bank use the Kondor+ system from
Misys® for risk and trade management,
effectively recording the live financial position of the bank; however, there are certain
limitations. OTP Bank had built up a
customized reporting system, MRP, where
data extraction was complex and built
on a number of custom scripts running
from Kondor+. Extracted data would then

have to be manipulated and merged with
other systems, all taking time, and delaying the report. Hence, direct access to the
Kondor+ data was limited and transactional data was also regularly purged from
the Kondor+ database, making historical
analysis and compliance reporting a difficult task.
OTP Bank had to find another way of
handling their requirements for data integration. They needed a solution that would
allow them to replicate the Kondor+ data,
outside of the Sybase® based application,
that they could then produce reports from
to meet the day-to-day reporting needs of
their many users, management, and risk
and audit teams.
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To be able to handle large amounts of
data transfer in short period of time
without impacting real-time operations
of the system
Managing the complexity of critical
business applications

OpenText Integration Center

BENEFITS

Researching the alternatives

EN T ER PR ISE I N FO R M AT I O N M A N AG E M EN T

Difficulty in producing all required
real-time reports from Kondor+

SOLUTIONS

n

OTP Bank gathered together their objectives for the project—i.e., to implement a
database, using Oracle®, independent of
Kondor+, that they could replicate data
into, perform testing, allow access to

Efficient analysis of long term
historical data
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n

n

Ability to keep and analyze a greater
depth of historical data, aiding compliance
Confidence that concurrent and large
reports will not affect production system
Wider data access to more users,
improving efficiency and flexibility
Facilitating the move towards the goal
of a single, consistent reporting platform
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“We worked through our requirements, and it quickly
became apparent that OpenText Integration Center
would be able to meet our functional needs. We had to
be sure that performance would be acceptable too—
we were not disappointed.”
PETER NÉMETI, IT PROJECT MANAGER, OTP BANK

more users, and construct reports to suit Performance
report configuration, the system successtheir needs, without ever having to alter or
fully went live.
the key to success
manipulate the Kondor+ system directly.
“We
worked through our requirements, and “The project, led by IT and delivered to the
There was an additional risk having timeit quickly became apparent that OpenText business users, was smooth and without
consuming parallel requests impacting the
Integration Center would be able to meet major incident. The knowledge and assissystem performance. For this reason, the
our functional needs. We had to be sure tance provided by OpenText was a key
IT department had to heavily restrict such
that performance would be acceptable factor in this success,” Németi states.
access. The aim for OTP Bank was to
too—we were not disappointed,” says Peter
enhance their use of their MRP system for
Positive user reaction,
Németi, IT Project Manager, OTP Bank.
a greater number of users and standardize
rapid adoption and
Tests were conducted to ensure that not
across the business.
benefits realization
only the current data volumes could be
OTP Bank began to look at possible
handled, but also future projected volumes. Users across the board were immediately
solutions available on the market to repliimpressed with the solution, covering risk,
cate the vast quantities of data involved The project commenced with a workshop middle-office, treasury, front-office, and
within the time available. Kondor+ is a live, to test the capabilities of the OpenText solu- accounting departments. The business
mission critical system for the day-to-day tion. Testing was performed on massive could now access data that previously
operations of the banking group. All data volumes of data to ensure that the replica- was not easily accessible. New reports
replication has to be handled in a very short tion from Kondor+ to the Oracle operational could be configured, more quickly than
time window but, once replicated, users data store via OpenText Integration Center, before, and could be run throughout the
would be able to construct and run reports could be handled in the time available. Each working day, providing a much more
without any fear of performance or avail- day, hundreds of thousands of transactions up-to-date position than was previously
ability being an issue for Kondor+. Some would need to be replicated during busi- possible. A greater number of users could
data may only change on a daily basis, e.g., ness hours—many of them as often as now be provided access and the ability
static and reference data, but others, e.g., every five minutes—and many more once to generate reports, something that had
currency exchange rates, more frequently the trading day had ended; perhaps 40 to be tightly controlled in the past to miniand maybe even continuously through- million or more. The tests were successful, mize risk. Differing compliance regimes
out the trading day. OTP Bank’s require- and after fine tuning, surpassed the expec- could be modeled, for example, for Russia,
ments meant they would need to be able tations of OTP Bank.
Romania, and other countries.
to replicate price and transactional data as “OpenText Integration Center allows us to
frequently as every five minutes during the replicate upwards of 40 million records From a risk perspective, with reports now
being constructed against a replicated copy
working day.
each day from our production systems
of the data, outside of Kondor+, there was
OTP Bank had been using an OpenText with minimal impact on our operations. no chance that a report could slow down,
solution for some time; OpenText Currently, this replication is completed in or worse still, make Kondor+ unavailable.
Exceed onDemand ®, allowing them to just 40 minutes, leaving plenty of room for Historical data could also be reported upon
virtualize UNIX-based applications on future growth,” adds Németi.
for a deeper risk analysis, keeping any
Windows ® workstations. After looking at a This first phase of the project, with OpenText required number of historical day data window.
number of possible alternatives, OpenText experts working closely with OTP Bank
recommended that OTP Bank consider IT, was completed within just two months.
OpenText Integration Center.
After a short period of extensive testing and
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“OpenText
Integration
Center allows
us to replicate
upwards of 40
million records
each day from
our production
systems, with
minimal impact
on our operations.
Currently, this
replication is
completed in
just 40 minutes,
leaving plenty
of room for
future growth.”

“We can now quickly and easily meet the
changing needs of our business, whether
that be for business analysis, certain
compliance requirements, or producing
consistent profit and loss or risk reporting,”
says Németi.

Benefits beyond reporting
For OTP Bank, daily, weekly, and monthly
reporting was a key requirement of the
solution. But the benefits extend beyond
these regular reports, providing:
n

Historic view of data

n

Real-time view of data

n

Concurrent reporting

Future flexibility
OTP Bank is now turning their thoughts
to how best to utilize the capabilities of
OpenText Integration Center. They are
looking to build one centralized reporting
platform that all areas of the business can
utilize, leveraging the in-house skills that
they have now built up in using OpenText
Integration Center. More real-time reporting, user-submitted report queries, and
more are all under consideration. Users
will even have the ability to create their own
reports and test them in a trial area without
any fear of causing any issues in the live
production environment.

“The difference OpenText Integration Center
is making to OTP Bank is tangible. We can
n Visual reporting
do more, we can do it faster than before,
With OpenText Integration Center in place, and we can do it with less risk. Working
with OpenText has opened up many new
users now have access to a greater depth of
possibilities. The high volumes of data
historical data, facilitating both analysis and
we currently replicate mean we have the
compliance. With data being replicated in
confidence to press ahead in other parts
near real-time, there are no longer any delays
and the impact that could cause on deci- of the business, in the knowledge that the
OpenText solution will be able to cope,”
sion-making, and multiple reports can be
generated concurrently, whereas this might concludes Németi. n
have been time consuming when reporting
directly from Kondor+. With the workload of
reporting now removed from the Kondor+
system, performance has been improved
and, with a richer dataset, advanced graphical reporting is now a reality.
n

Improved performance

PETER NÉMETI,
IT PROJECT MANAGER,
OTP BANK
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